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a b s t r a c t

Counting and identifying red blood cells (RBCs) by shape is an important step in diagnosing several
diseases and disorders. This is traditionally done by hand (a tedious and time consuming process)
or with specialized equipment. There exist several tools to count and classify cells in an image
automatically; however, they often sacrifice simplicity in favour of having a wide range of applications.
In this paper, we present IdentiCyte, a program specifically designed to quickly count and identify
RBCs from a series of microscope images as simply as possible.
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1. Motivation and significance

The identification and classification of red blood cell (RBC)
shapes is an important problem for diagnostic, transfusion and
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biomedical applications. RBC shape can help to diagnose dis-
eases and disorders such as leukaemia, sickle cell anaemia and
malaria [6]. Cells are traditionally counted manually, which is te-
dious, time consuming and adds a factor of human inconsistency.
As a result, many methods of automating this process have been
developed. Some of these rely on expensive, specialized instru-
ments [7,8], which can be impractical in many situations. A more
affordable method is to use software to analyse images taken by
a simple optical microscope. Here, we present IdentiCyte as a
simple piece of software for automated counting and identifying
of cells based on shape.

IdentiCyte was developed as part of a project to quantify
RBC (erythrocyte) shape change caused by their suspension in
various solutions. Unstained cells suspended in their solutions
were imaged directly by an optical microscope for examination.
By initially classifying some example cell shapes into six distinct
categories (Fig. 1) for the library, IdentiCyte was able to efficiently
and reliably provide cell population statistics for ten of thou-
sands of cells, from hundreds of optical microscope images. When
identified manually, the same cell may be classified differently
by different people. Also, contrast-enhancing dyes could not be
added to the cells to allow for easy visualization, as doing this
could alter their native shape. This leads to the cells often being
quite faint in the microscopy image, making the different shapes
hard to distinguish.

We created IdentiCyte because we struggled to find user
friendly software to identify and count the cell types in our
microscopy images. Several previous publications [6,9–11] have
described their methods and results without making their soft-
ware readily available. Several pieces of software have been
developed and published for public use. The first among these
is BlobFinder [12] which was also developed as a simple way
to count cells. BlobFinder only counts cells without identifying
them, however. Further, Blobfinder was developed specifically for
fluorescent image microscopy. Currently, there is a beta version
of Blobfinder that is built to work with bright field images.

Another software of interest used to analyse cells is CellPro-
filer [13]. It is a very powerful tool that applies image processing
steps to images in a pipeline. While CellProfiler itself only applies
image processing, there is a companion software, CellProfiler
Analyst [14], which can use machine learning techniques to count
and identify cells. CellProfiler is very powerful, especially when
paired with CellProfiler Analyst, but its power comes at the cost
of simplicity. There are many modules, each of which has several
options to parse. The complexity is only increased by the fact that
two separate pieces of software need to be run to get complete
results.

Cytomine [15] appears quite powerful, but as of yet there
exist only instructions to use it on Linux-based operating systems.
Currently Microsoft Windows has an 82.45% market share on
desktop computers [16]. While it may be possible to install and
run the software on a windows operating system, for the average
researcher, the time spent making it work with their computer
may rival the time saved by using Cytomine.

As a result, we needed to make our own software. We explored
several techniques to identify cells in an image. The method pro-
posed in [6] employs image processing techniques and a Hough
transform to locate and count the cells in an image. This gives
good results on the total number of cells, however we wish to
differentiate cells by shape as well as count them, and so this
method is unsuitable for our purposes. The method presented
in [9] uses image processing techniques and Artificial Neural
Networks(ANN). They determine cell shape by using only the
binary profile of a cell with all holes filled. This would make
it impossible to detect a difference between a biconcave and
spherocytic RBCs seen in our project.

We instead choose to identify RBCs using eigenfaces, a method
proposed by Turk et al. [17] originally designed for facial recog-
nition which has been augmented by a novel confidence metric.
This method uses principal component analysis to extract fea-
tures from a library of pre-identified cells. These features can
be used to compare new images to those in the library and
determine which is most similar.

One key limitation of this method is that the use of a space
means that the images in the library must all have the same
number of pixels (and for simplicity, the same dimensions). This
means that the cells to be analysed should all be approximately
the same size.

This method offers the advantage that images can be com-
pared with few key features (or principal components). This is not
only a bonus for computational complexity, it also may improve
accuracy. Also the number of cells manually identified and used
in the library can be comparatively small when compared to the
number of cells that can be automatically identified. In our project
for example, we constructed a library containing merely a few
hundred of cells to analyse hundreds of thousands of cells in
images.

IdentiCyte is not limited to a single operating system, but it
can be run from a Windows executable and analysis can be done
by clicking a single button. IdentiCyte allows for new categories
of RBCs or other cells to be defined by the user.

2. Software description

2.1. Software architecture

IdentiCyte has been designed to automatically identify RBCs in
a batch of images with as little difficulty as possible for the user.
The analysis process can be broadly split into two main phases:
the first, is building a library of examples of cell identifications;
and the second, is running the program on the images to be
identified. A library is created by placing examples of cells from
each class in the folder corresponding to that category. We rec-
ommend using the Extract Cells function provided in IdentiCyte
to obtain these as it adheres to the requirements of the program
for identification. Once a database of cell images has been placed
in the correct folders of the library, the library can be compiled
using the Compile Library button in the Library tab. In the com-
pilation process, all the images in the library folders are read and
transformed, and the results are saved to a LibraryInfo file. The
file contains a matrix of orthogonal vectors which represent all
the cells in the Library, as well as a list of the category to which
each cell belongs. Extracted cells are in 3-bit grey scale format by
default, but the bit depth can be changed by the user.

The identification process is also separated into two distinct
parts: detection and recognition. The detection phase uses image
processing techniques to determine the location of the cells in
each image. As shown in Fig. 2 the detection begins by taking an
image of cells (2.a) and extracting a single colour channel of the
image (2.b). To this an automated binary threshold (using either
Otsu’s [18] or Triangle [19] method) (2.c) is applied. The resulting
binary image then has its holes filled (2.d), which helps in calcu-
lating the area and ensures that a single cell is not incorrectly
segmented in the next step. This image is then segmented with
the watershed method [20] to separate multiple cells that are
seen as one dark blob (2.e) so they can be identified individually.
This process renders a white image with black spots, each of
which can have its area and centre calculated (2.f). The measured
area is used to discard spots that are too small, which is useful
for removing debris from the image.

The recognition phase, depicted in Fig. 3, takes the cells that
have been found through detection, converts them to 3-bit grey
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Fig. 1. Example images of red blood cells which have changed shape due to varying conditions, identified as six distinct categories for the IdentiCyte library:
three primary classes (spherocytic, echinocytic and biconcave) and three transitional classes. Images taken with a Nikon Eclipse optical brightfield microscope,
100× objective.

Fig. 2. The image processing steps taken to detect cells. (a) Image of Red Blood Cells, (b) Green Channel, (c) Threshold, (d) Fill Holes, (e) Segmented, (f) Centres
Found.

scale and compares them to the cells in the compiled library file.
This is done by arranging the pixel intensities of the unidentified
cell into a vector, x⃗ = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) and projecting it onto the
space defined by the library matrix which is comprised of vectors
representing each cell i in the library y⃗i = (yi1, yi2, . . . , yin). One
way to define similarity is to use the Euclidean distance between
these two vectors. The Euclidean distance, di, between x⃗ and every
y⃗i can be found by

di =

√ n∑
j=1

(
xj − yij

)2 (1)

These distances are then ranked from nearest to furthest. It
would be easy to give the cell being analysed the same classifica-
tion as the cell to which it is nearest in the library. Unfortunately,
the nearest cell does not necessarily represent the best category.
Consider the simplified example in Table 1 which shows sample
distances from analysing a cell. Here, Categories 1, 2 and 3 are
distinct cell shapes. By naïvely selecting the nearest category,
the target cell would be considered Category 1. However, there
are two Category 2 cells in the library that have similarly short
distances from the unknown cell. So, it may be unclear whether
it is actually Category 2 or Category 1.

We present a newmetric, confidence (Eq. (2)), which considers
rank and distance to more accurately identify the cell.

Table 1
An example comparing the distances of the four closest library
cells to the cell being analysed. Judging purely by distance, the
cell would be classified as Category 1.
Rank Distance Category

1 20 Category 1
2 21 Category 2
3 22 Category 2
4 59 Category 3

confidence(shape) =

10∑
i=1

(
1

ranki
×

1
distancei

)
if cell i is shape

(2)

For each of a small number of nearest neighbours, the confidence
is calculated. We then calculate which of the categories has a
greater representation by calculating a percentage. Those with
the greatest percentage above a user defined threshold are au-
tomatically classified. This is necessary because certain aspects of
cell shape can vary significantly within the same category, and the
distances between a cell and the nearest match in the library can
differ greatly. For the example above, the confidence percentages
(shown in Table 2) indicate that the cell is in Category 2.

The presented confidence metric is moderately sensitive to the
number of nearest neighbours chosen. The intent was to use the
rank of the cell to discount the contribution of cells that are not as
close as others, even if they have a relatively small distance. This
was done in order to further separate categories that represent
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Fig. 3. The process of recognition showing all options for user verification.

Table 2
The confidences for each type of cell from the previous table
calculated using Eq. (2). Using this method the cell is more
accurately identified as Category 2.
Confidence score Confidence percentage Category

0.0500 42.7% Category 1
0.0628 53.7% Category 2
0.0042 3.6% Category 3

similar continuous states, however the option was not as effective
as had been anticipated. In general, as the number of neighbours
considered is increased, the number of cells that are definitively

classified goes down. This is because many distant cells reduce
the confidence and it becomes more difficult for a single cell type
to meet the threshold required to automatically classify a cell.

Also, too few can lead to cells being miscategorised, especially
for cell types which have a lot of variation in their appearance
like echinocytic cells. In our experiments, we found that choosing
the nearest 10 cells provides a good middle ground for balancing
these two properties.

The cell’s classification, confidence and location are saved to a
file which can be used to review of cell identifications. When all
the cells in each image within a set have been identified, statistics
from the analysis are saved to an Excel document.
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Fig. 4. The IdentiCyte user interface. The display window shows the current status of the analysis.

2.2. Software functionalities

The IdentiCyte user interface (pictured in Fig. 4) is made up of
four tabs: the Analysis tab, the Review tab, the Library tab and the
Options tab; a display window, and a Cancel button. The display
window will show messages from the software relating to its
stage in analysis. The Analysis tab analyses images by finding cells
within them and identifying them into user-defined categories.
There is also an option for users to identify cells with a low
confidence manually as depicted in Fig. 3. Cells identified in this
way will be added to the library, in a way ‘teaching’ the software
to identify cells better.

IdentiCyte also has the capability to extract cells for the li-
brary. Once these cells have been manually sorted into their cat-
egory folders, they can then be compiled. All functions pertaining
to the library can be found in the Library tab.

In the review tab, images that have already been identified can
be viewed with labels over cells to show the identifications. This
reads in the positions of the cells and the result of analysis and
shows the image with colour coded labels (Fig. 5) that state the
identification of the cells and the confidence of the identification.
These labelled images can be saved by pressing the ‘s’ key when
they are displayed for presentation or display outside of the
software.

Finally, users are also given the ability to change several key
variables in the operation of IdentiCyte. Among these are the
colour channel selected in the images, the thresholding method,
illumination, the bit depth of cell representations in the library,
the width of the window in which cells are extracted, minimum
pixel area for an object to be considered a cell, and the confidence
percentage a cell must have to be definitely put in a cell.

The output Excel file comprises two sheets: a summary tab
which gives an overview of the entire batch of images analysed,
and a per image breakdown, which shows how many cells are
in each image, and statistics on category variation. The summary
sheet displays the total number of cells analysed, the number of
cells of each type in the batch, and the average confidence across

all images. A summary of all the settings used for the sample has
also been included. The second sheet contains the number of each
type of cell in an image as well as in the whole batch, given as a
percentage of the total number of cells in that image. The average
confidence score of all cells in each image is also displayed.

3. Illustrative examples

Much effort has been expended in the development of Iden-
tiCyte in ensuring that it is as simple as possible to analyse cells
and review the results. Here we will give an example of how to
analyse a batch of images with the included library and view the
results of analysis.

IdentiCyte opens to the ‘‘Analysis’’ tab by default, so the first
step in analysing a batch of images is to select the folder contain-
ing them. This can be done by pressing the ‘‘...’’ button next to the
text box labelled ‘‘Input Folder’’. This brings up a folder selection
window. Once this has been selected, the next step is to click
the ‘‘Identify Cells’’ button. This will begin the analysis, as seen in
Fig. 4. The output box will display what the program is currently
doing. First, it will display the path to the folder containing the
images to be analysed, and indicating that the Identification is
starting. As IdentiCyte analyses images it will display the name
of the image it is currently analysing. After all images have been
analysed, the files containing the results will be completed during
which ‘‘Outputting to Excel’’ will be displayed. Upon completion
of the output, the program will display ‘‘Done’’. Once the analysis
has finished, the results can be reviewed by switching to the
‘‘Review’’ tab and clicking the ‘‘Review’’ button. This brings up
a window (Fig. 5) that shows the identification of each cell in an
image. The overall statistics from the analysis are also provided in
an Excel document in the folder containing the analysed images.

4. Impact

IdentiCyte is a simple and robust program to facilitate the
counting of cells and identification based on shape in image
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Fig. 5. The review option displays the cell identification with corresponding confidences as colour coded labels over the users original image data.

microscopy. IdentiCyte is designed to be used to streamline the
process of analysing cells. As a direct consequence of the fact that
it is an automated cell counter, a project which uses IdentiCyte
will not need a human researcher to count cells themselves.
Related to this is another advantage of IdentiCyte: it counts cells
quickly, taking just under five and a half minutes for more than
1700 cells on an Intel Core i7-7700HQ with 16 GB of RAM. This
means that the results of a sample are available more quickly than
if they were hand counted.

When humans classify cells, they must decide for each cell
which type it is. As the number of cells increases so too does
the amount of time it takes to count the cells, after enough
time the counter is likely to become fatigued which leads to an
inconsistency of accuracy in human counting. Further, when cate-
gories of cells are similar, different people may disagree in which
category a cell should be. This illustrates the key advantages of
IdentiCyte, its consistency, objectivity and speed. As IdentiCyte is
a program, when it is given the same input data, it will produce
the same output, and while there will always be cells categorized
incorrectly, this inaccuracy will be a constant factor which may be
easily be accounted for when analysing results. When construct-
ing the library, few cells need to be identified relative to the total
amount, which also allows for library construction to be done
collaboratively. This helps to reduce subjectivity in classification
as multiple people can verify a relatively small amount of cell
classifications without succumbing to the effects of fatigue.

IdentiCyte has been used in research determining cell shape
in relation to solution properties, where it was used in place of
a flow cytometer, giving advantages; the first is that much time
was saved in not having to operate the device, the second is that
the flow cytometer gives limited information on cell shape in
the form of light scatter. Finally, the flow cytometer requires the
cells to be stained, which can move the cells out of their native
shape. As IdentiCyte is free, it can also be used in situations where
purchasing a flow cytometer or other equipment is not a viable
option. Our emphasis on simplicity also allows IdentiCyte to be
used without formal training or knowledge of coding.

While IdentiCyte has been specifically designed to identify and
count RBCs, it could be expanded to identify other types of cells
by creating a new library.

5. Conclusions

With IdentiCyte, we present a simple interface to identify
the shape and count large quantities of cells captured with a
microscope. This emphasis on usability allows for the benefits
of automated cell identification without the need to spend much
time learning the intricacies and features of specialized software,
or the expense and time required to operate a dedicated machine.
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